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Global Media Spend To Top $2 Trillion By 2019. Global media spending is expected to grow at a steady pace over the 
next five years, up to $2.1 trillion by 2019 from $1.6 trillion in 2014, according to a new report by consulting firm McKinsey 
& Company. Global spending will increase at a compound annual rate of 5%, the report says, with digital media driving 
growth and commanding an increased share of ad dollars. Digital was the fastest-growing category in 2014, with spending 
up 16.1% from 2013 to $127.3 billion. By 2017, McKinsey expects digital to overtake TV as the largest advertising media; 
by 2019, it should account for more than half of all media spending. “This rapid shift to 
digital is driven in part by the growing number of connected consumers, the expansion 
of mobile telephony and higher rates of mobile-broadband adoption,” the report says. 
Within digital, mobile advertising and online video advertising will continue to grow 
rapidly, the report says. That’s good news for radio station owners, who are investing 
heavily in their digital products, mobile apps and video content. Increased advertiser 
demand for these platforms will help justify radio stations’ investment in digital, and 
also deliver fresh sources of ad revenue. While the McKinsey report does not forecast 
broadcast radio advertising, it does note that other traditional media channels are 
experiencing declining shares of spending. Through 2019, McKinsey forecasts that global spend on print magazines and 
newspapers will be flat to slightly down. Over the next five years, McKinsey expects compound losses of 1.6% for magazines 
and 0.1% for newspapers. Television media spending will remain healthy, with a compound annual growth rate of 5%. Other 
categories expected to show growth over the next five years include out-of-home, video games and cinema advertising.

Macy’s Tops List of Christmas Week Advertisers. During the all-important Christmas shopping week, Macy’s maintained 
its lead in national radio advertising, logging a total of 54,066 spots. Among Media Monitor’s tally for the week of Dec. 
21-28, GEICO also held steady in the runner up position, with 44,790 spots, while JCPenney moved up to No. 3, airing 
37,063 ads. Walgreens was again No. 4 with 32,704 spots and radio group iHeartRadio was all over itself, at No. 5 with 
31,895 announcements. For the holidays, the U.S. Department of Transportation rallied on radio from No. 14 to No. 6 
with 27,151 spots, while Qello broke into the top ten at No. 7 with 27,003 spots. MetroPCS was eighth with 26,062 spots 
and McDonald’s was ninth with 25,788 ads. For the first time, Plenti moved into the top ten with 24,489 spots. Wireless 
carriers came on strong among Media Monitor’s top 20 for the week. Alongside T-Mobile’s MetroPCS at No. 8, robust radio 
advertisers included: AT&T Wireless (No. 11), Verizon Wireless (No. 12), Sprint (No. 18) and T-Mobile (No. 20). Media 
Monitors also provided a snapshot of red-hot electronics advertisers during the last shopping week of 2015. No. 1 nationally 
in the category was Vizio with 3,716 spots. HH Gregg was second with 2,457 spots, while Audio Exp Mobile-One TX Quality 
Audio slipped from first to third, airing 2,430 spots. Video Only captured No. 4 with 923 spots and Pacific Sales (part of Best 
Buy) landed at No. 5 with 870 spots. Best Buy, Cobra, PC Richard & Son, Conn’s HomePlus and C Crane rounded out the 
top 10. Among format-specific leaders, Macy’s was tops at urban, Hispanic and AC stations, while GEICO led at country, 
and iHeart at top 40.
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Inside Radio—Your At-Home Ticket To CES. Can’t attend the 2016 Consumer Electronics Show? Inside Radio and Jacobs 
Media have you covered. On January 27 at 2pm ET, Inside Radio will host a special webinar, “10 Innovations from CES 2016 
and What They Mean for Radio,” highlighting the show’s moments that impact broadcast 
radio. On the webinar, Jacobs Media president Fred Jacobs and GM Paul Jacobs will 
brief radio executives on key takeaways from CES, which attracts more than 170,000 
attendees to Las Vegas and features 2 million square feet of exhibits and products. Fred 
Jacobs says CES offers broadcasters a glimpse at future technology and innovation, yet 
few radio companies attend the show. He believes more radio executives would benefit 
from attending future shows. “Making the investment in CES is an investment in your 
company, your station and your future,” Jacobs says. For the 2016 CES show, Jacobs 
expects to see advancements with wearable devices and autonomous driving, both of 
which impact radio. “A record number of auto manufacturers and exhibit space will be on display, and that means change is 
in the air for the radio experience in the cars we’ll drive.” Another prevailing theme, Jacobs says, will be on-demand media, 
and that pertains to radio, with broadcasters increasing their on-demand and podcasting offerings. “Sometimes, takeaways 
at CES are about gadgets—like the year the iPad was released,” Jacobs says. “But in other years, it’s about overriding 
themes about technology and media that will most definitely impact radio.”

New System to Provide TrAction of Radio Web Play. Country radio distribution service CDX Nashville is unrolling a new 
Web-based airplay monitoring system for country radio stations. ‘TrAction’ is designed to monitor and detect airplay on all 
radio stations that stream their broadcast signals on proprietary websites—including terrestrial and Internet-only stations. 
For the past two decades, CDX Nashville has been best known for providing digital delivery and CDs of current country 
releases from record labels to more than 1,800 country radio stations nationwide. TrAction will provide labels, booking 
agents, managers, publicists and independent artists “immediate, actionable data based on real airplay that will empower 
everyone in the business to formulate targeted and focused marketing and promotion plans,” according to the company. 
The tool allows the industry and artists to track actual airplay for their music in all markets. In a release, the company 
notes, “CDX recognizes that in today’s music business reality, no opportunity or market can be neglected. With half of the 
population of the United States living in the nearly 3,000 smallest counties—well over 150 million people—this sector of 
the population is a large part of the country music listenership and fan demographic.” TrAction is currently in late-stage beta 
testing, with rollout expected in early 2016.

Inside Radio Year-End survey. As 2015 comes to a close, Inside Radio is asking readers: How was business this year? 
What do you expect for radio in 2016? CLICK HERE to take the Year End Survey and watch for the results next week in 
Inside Radio Thanks for participating and Happy New Year!

CRB Rate Hikes Force Changes at Live 365. Internet radio broadcasting company Live 365 has been forced to significantly 
reduce staff and is actively looking for partners to help continue the service into 2016. The company, which allows users to 
create their own online radio stations, or choose to listen to thousands of human curated stations from around the globe, 
has been around for 17 years, but new music royalty rates have brought on challenges. The Copyright Royalty Board, the 
governing entity for establishing the sound recording royalty rates that are paid to copyright holders, has published the 
new rates that led to the changes. The previous provisions for small webcasters to opt for a percentage of revenue model 
were not renewed, and end this week. The absence of this license will make legally streaming copyrighted musical content 
prohibitively expensive for many small to mid-sized Internet broadcasters. Live365 relies on this license for many of their 
broadcast partners and, as such, has hard decisions to make regarding their future in the streaming industry. Two weeks 
ago, Live365 faced an additional blow, losing the support of its investors who have helped the company for over a decade. 
At this time, Live365 is planning to keep their stations active while getting the word out about this investment opportunity. 
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CEO N. Mark Lam has begun initial discussions with possible business partners as the company looks to new options in the 
New Year. Dean Kattari, Director of Broadcasting for Live365 said “The true value of Live365 lies in its diversity of content 
– it’s a sanctuary where you can hear music and other content that it so unlike the template broadcasting that is heard on 
most terrestrial radio. These stations are the hard work of real human beings who use Live365 to share their vision with the 
world. It’s a home for musical discovery because many of these stations play emerging artists that terrestrial stations are 
reluctant to take a chance on. It would be a great loss for this to all go away.” Hyperbot.com, a website dedicated to “the new 
music business” has posted “10 Important Things To Know About The Recent Copyright Royalty Board Decision”. While the 
biggest impact is for internet radio and digital webcasting, all are important to know. Read the article HERE.

Apple’s Beats To Extend Beyond Core, Add 4 Stations. Fans of Apple’s Beats 1 Internet radio station may soon have 
more listening options. Trademark applications for Beats radio stations numbered 2 through 5 were filed last month with 
the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, according to a report by blog Consomac. The applications include notifications of 
logos and station names (Beats 2, Beats 3, Beats 4 and Beats 5). Apple’s Beats Electronics 
division owns the trademarks. Industry observers have expected that Apple would launch 
more stations on the heels of Beats 1, particularly after reports last summer revealed that 
Apple’s licensing deals with record labels allow the tech giant to launch up to five online 
radio stations without negotiating new pacts. With Beats 1, Apple has earned praise for 
bringing a personal touch to Internet radio. The station, part Apple’s digital music service 
that launched last summer, features artists and big-name DJs, including Zane Lowe, Julie 
Adenuga and “Hot 97” WQHT-FM New York’s Ebro Darden, playing music curated by industry 
tastemakers. For many, this compares favorably with other streaming services that serve 
music based on computer algorithms. With new stations, Apple could zero in on particular 
formats or time-shift to be live in myriad regions of the world. (Beats 1 is live for parts of the day from London, New York 
and Los Angeles, and repeats in other day parts.) Since Beats 1 is an English-language station, another possibility is Apple 
could create stations in other languages. In October, Apple said that Apple Music had 15 million users, including 6.5 million 
paying subscribers.

Competitive Info: For Outdoor Ads, Future Is Now. Surreal though it may be—and with obvious references to Tom 
Cruise’s “Minority Report”—Outfront Media, formerly CBS Outdoor, is rolling out what it terms a “fully addressable outdoor 
advertising network.” The futuristic innovation offers real-time delivery of outdoor ads based on consumer location data, 
alongside tech that includes more dynamic digital displays, addressable mobile ads and programmatic buying and 
placement of outdoor ads, according to the company’s CEO Jeremy Male. Outfront’s Addressable Outdoor Ad Network 
will allow advertisers to target ads down to the level of individual consumers based on information gathered from their 
smartphones. They will also eventually be able to use Outfront’s data management platform, currently in development, to 
target specific groups and audiences based on the concentration of consumers matching a profile at a particular place and 
time. In a story in MediaPost, Male explained, for example, that an advertiser that wants to reach Hispanic females ages 
24-36 who have visited Target twice in the last month will be tagged with “automatic return options based on the vicinity of 
those consumers to various pieces of inventory in the network.” Advertisers, meanwhile, purchase a billboard or a network 
of billboards, and through the use of geofencing, deliver mobile messages relevant to that billboard campaign. Future 
Tech—The new initiative uses two new platforms to make its magic; read the full story at InsideRadio.com.

Inside Radio is written by Paul Heine, Chuck Taylor and Allison Romano, and is edited by Rob Edelstein.  If you have comments 
on a story, a news release, or a news tip, send it to editor@insideradio.com, or call 800-275-2840.  To advertise in Inside Radio, 
contact Karen Bak karynbak@insideradio.com, and for anything else, contact Gene McKay, genemckay@insideradio.com

— Get more news, people moves and insider extras @ www.insideradio.com. —
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Denver – Stan Kroenke’s KSE Media Ventures files a $3.8 million deal to buy 
“Cruisin’ Oldies AM 950” KRWZ from Entercom. KSE is the owner of the Denver 
Nuggets and Colorado Avalanche and both team’s play-by-play already airs on 
KRWZ. KSE announced in October that it will pay $54 million to buy three other 
Denver stations from Wilks Broadcasting including hot AC “Mix 100” KIMN, 
classic hits “Kool 105” KXKL-FM and country “92.5 The Wolf” KWOF. Entercom 
has moved the oldies format over to the former adult standards station KEZW 
which has become “Cruisin’ 1430 AM.” Broker: Clifton Gardiner & Company

Knoxville, TN – John and Brannigan Tollett’s 3B Properties files a $612,500 
deal to buy classic hits “105.7 The Hog” WIHG from Kevin Adams’ Crossville 
Radio. 3B Properties already owns WVLV, Byrdstown, TN (98.9) – a Class A 
construction permit covering an area along the Tennessee-Virginia border to 
the northwest of Knoxville.

West Virginia – Todd Robinson buys out retiring business partner Michael 
Kidd’s 50% stake in Radio Greenbrier for $27,680 in cash and an 85-month 
promissory note valued at $252,481. The agreement also states that if 
Robinson sells the stations at any time during the next 20 years for more than 
$650,000 he will pay Kidd a 50% share of the increased value up to $1.5 million. 
Radio Greenbrier owns country “103.1 The Bear” WRON-FM, Lewisburg; hot 
AC “The New 95” WRLB, Rainelle; “News Talk 1400” WRON, Ronceverte; and 
the currently-silent WSLW, White Sulphur Spring (1310).

Illinois – Chicago Public Media files a $250,000 deal to buy suburban 
WKCC, Kankakee, IL (91.1) from Kankakee Community College. The deal 
also includes $100,000 worth of underwriting announcements for the College 
on Chicago Public Media’s WBEZ (91.5) during the next five years. WKCC’s 
news-talk/classical format has begun simulcasting WBEZ under a programming 
agreement. Broker: Pubic Media Co.

Missouri – Michael Wrenn and Becky Cole’s My Country Radio files a 
$245,000 deal to buy “My Country 99.1” KDWD, Marceline, MO from William 
Wachter’s My Town Media. My Country Radio has been operating the station 
under at time brokerage agreement since July 2014.

Iowa & Illinois – Carolyn Becker’s Riverfront Broadcasting files a $100,000 
deal to buy soft AC “Easy Rock 93.9” WCEZ, Carthage, IL and adult 
standards/talk KOKX, Keokuk, IA (1310) from Withers Broadcasting. Riverfront 
Broadcasting owns eight stations in Iowa already, but none are in the Keokuk 
area. Broker: Patrick Communications

Atlantic City – The Domestic Church Media Foundation files a $75,000 deal 
to buy Spanish-language WGYM (1580) from Access.1 Communications. The 
Foundation already owns the religious teaching stations WFJS-FM (89.3) in 
the Monmouth-Ocean, NJ market and WFJS (1260) in the Trenton, NJ market. 
It plans to convert WGYM to a noncommercial operation. The sale further 
shrinks Access.1’s footprint down to an AM station in New York; two FMs in 
Shreveport, LA; and an AM in Tyler-Longview, TX. Broker: Thomas McKinley, 
Media Services Group

Texas – Siga Broadcasting files a $40,000 deal buy the Huntsville, TX-
licensed translator K226BY at 93.1 FM from Gerald Proctor. The filing says 
the translator will simulcast adult standards KMVL, Madisonville, TX (1220). 
Proctor previously filed a $35,000 deal in October to sell the translator to 
Robert Ramos.
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Salem already owns talk “AM 1280 The Patriot” WWTC, religious “AM 
980 The Mission” KKMS, and “Business News 1570” KYCR. Salem has 
moved the business news format over to KDIZ and launched “Business 
1440.” KYCR is currently stunting. Broker: Bill Schutz

New York – Gordon Ichikawa’s Tower Broadcasting closes a $300,000 deal 
to buy hot AC “V-98.3” WVIN-FM and “NBC Sports Radio 1380” WABH in 
the Elmira-Corning, NY market. The stations have been operated by broker 
Dick Foreman, put in charge by a New York State court in December 2013 
after previous owner Pembrook Pines defaulted on loans held by the ACM 
Browncroft Trust. Tower Broadcasting earlier closed a $1.13 million deal to 
buy an additional four stations and four translators from Pembrook Pines 
in the Elmira-Corning market including sports “NBC Sports Radio 1410” 
WELM, adult standards “1600 Favorites” WEHH, CHR “94 Rock” WLVY 
(94.3) and country WOKN (99.5). Broker: Dick Foreman

St. Louis – Salem Media Group closes a $275,000 deal to buy talk 
“1260 The Answer” WSDZ from the Walt Disney Company. The deal gives 
Salem its first station in the St. Louis metro. It also marks the end of the 
liquidation of the former “Radio Disney” stations other than KDIS, Los 
Angeles (1110). Broker: Bill Schutz

Missouri – South of St. Louis, Dockins Communications expands its 
holdings as it closes a $250,000 deal to buy KLMZ, Leadwood, MO 
(107.1) from Sebago Broadcasting. Fred Dockins had been operating 
KLMZ under a time brokerage agreement since December 2014. The 
station simulcasts Dockins’ rock “The Zone” format that also airs on KDKN, 
Ellington, MO (106.7). The addition of KLMZ will bring Dockins cluster to 
seven stations, including country “Froggy 96” KYLS-FM, “Kickin Country 
105” KPWB-FM&AM (104.9, 1140) and the oldies simulcast KTNX/KYLS 
(103.9, 1450).

Joplin, MO – Jerry Tibbets’ Triple T Plus Two Inc. closes a $15,000 deal 
to buy “Fox Sports Radio 1340” KSEK, Pittsburg, KS from the Southeast 
Kansas Independent Living Resource Center. He already owns sports 
“ESPN 1560” WMBH (1560) in the Joplin, MO market. Tibbets is a Boise, 
ID-based contract broadcast engineer who has already been doing work 
for KSEK. Under the terms of the contract he agrees to give the Center a 
total of three :30-second commercials per day for two years after closing.

Lubbock – Brad Moran’s Ramar Communications closes on its swap 
of swap sports “Double T-104.3” KTTU-FM to Manuela Barton’s Barton 
Broadcasting Company in exchange for Tejano “Power 106” KEJS (106.5). 
Both are Class C2 FMs. The formats will remain with each station. The 
filling says no cash is changing hands as part of this deal however in 
July Barton Broadcasting signed a $40,000 promissory note agreeing 
to pay Ramar $44,780 by March 2019 to cover outstanding tower and 
transmitter building lease payments. Ramar also owns hot AC “97.3 Yes 
FM” KLZK, classic hits “107.7 The Eagle” KLBB-FM, Tejano “Magic 93.7” 
KXTQ-FM, and news-talk KJTV (950, 100.7), in addition to local Fox TV 
affiliate KJTV-TV and local CW Network affiliate KLCW-TV.

Maryland – American Family Association closes a deal to buy WAIJ, 
Grantsville, MD (90.3) from He’s Alive Radio for $10. The station now 
carries the religious teaching American Family Radio format.

Florida – Aaron Howard’s Genesis Multimedia Group files a $35,000 deal 
to buy the Melbourne, FL-licensed translator W288CG at 105.5 FM from 
Edgewater Broadcasting. Genesis plans to relocate the signal to the Ft. 
Myers-Naples where it has pending deal to buy WCRM (1350) from Manna 
Christian Missions for $450,000. WCRM currently airs a brokered format 
targeting the Haitian community.

Minnesota – Absolute Communications files a $35,000 deal to buy the 
Worthington, MN-licensed translator K262AR at 100.3 FM from Refuge 
Media Group. Absolute will use the signal to simulcast “News Radio 730” 
KWOA. The translator had been part of Refuge Media Group’s Christian 
CHR “Refuge Radio” network which is based at WJRF, Duluth (89.5). Broker: 
Phoenix Media Group

Illinois – Mid-West Management files a $35,000 deal to buy the Galena, IL-
licensed translator W227BL at 93.3 FM from First Ventures Capital Partners. 
The filing says the signal will continue to simulcast American Family Radio’s 
KIAD, Dubuque, IA (88.5).

California – East of San Deigo, Sunnylands Broadcasting files a $30,000 
deal to buy the Spring Valley, CA-licensed translator K232FE at 104.9 FM 
from Educational Media Foundation. Sunnylands is expected to move the 
signal to the Palm Springs market where it owns three stations including “Fox 
Sports 1270” KFSQ.

Albany, NY – Educational Media Foundation sells the Saratoga Springs, NY-
licensed translator W226BU at 93.1 FM to Tom McAuliffe’s First Class Radio 
for $30,000. EMF still owns two full-power stations in the market including 
contemporary Christian “K-Love” outlet WYKV (94.5) and Christian CHR “Air 
1” outlet WYAI (93.7). McAuliffe will relocate the translator to Milford, MA where 
he owns WMRC (1490).

Arkansas – Vision Media Group files a $30,000 deal to buy the Prescott, AR-
licensed translator K205CQ at 88.9 FM from First Ventures Capital Partners. 
The filing says the translator will simulcast American Family Radio’s KNLL, 
Nashville, AR (90.5).

Michigan – Douglas Wilber files a $30,000 deal to buy the Deerfield, MI-
licensed translator W240CT at 95.9 FM from Spring Arbor University. The 
signal will be moved to Ohio where Wilber will simulcast “Gold Country 1320” 
WOBL, Oberlin, OH.

Kentucky – Jonathan Smith’s Lincoln-Garrard Broadcasting files a $30,000 
deal to buy “Sports Talk 1450” WWXL, Manchester, KY from Juanita Nolan. 
Lincoln-Garrard Broadcasting already owns nine stations in the area but only 
country “K-105.7” WTBK, Manchester, KY overlaps with WWXL.

C L O S I N G S

Illinois – Connoisseur Media closes on the $2 million sale of three 
Bloomington-Normal, IL stations to Neuhoff Media. The cluster includes 
CHR “Hits 100.7” WWHX, adult hits “Bob FM 97.7” WBBE, and “96.7 I-Rock” 
WIHN. Neuhoff owns a dozen other stations in the Illinois markets of Decatur, 
Springfield and Danville.

Minneapolis – Salem Media Group closes a $375,000 deal to buy KDIZ (1440) 
from the Walt Disney Company. It joins a Minneapolis-St. Paul cluster where 
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MORE OPPORTUNITIES 
@ INSIDERADIO.COM >>

TWO POSITIONS AVAILABLE — BEASLEY MEDIA GROUP
Director of Sales (DOS) / Las Vegas, Nevada 

Director of Sales (DOS) / Fayetteville, North Carolina   
            
The Director of Sales manages sales activities of the following revenue lines: radio, digital, live events 
and our line of interactive products. This individual will manage and oversee the daily operations of the 
market’s integrated sales department. The successful Director of Sales will develop strategies to attain 
sales revenue and market share goals within the market.  

  The ideal candidate will: 
• Lead the local sales team in creating value and delivering results for advertisers;
• Develop and implement strategic integrated sales plans;
• Maintain a weekly on-street presence, meeting with key clients;
• Demonstrate ability to innovate and change quickly, based upon market and industry needs.

 
  Qualifications:

• Proven advertising industry experience including but not limited to:
 TV, Radio, Print, Digital ad products
• Track record of leading sales teams to meet and exceed revenue goals  
• 3+ years of overall advertising sales experience
• 3+ years of sales management experience 

Contact the following parties no later than January 8, 2016. 
Send cover letter and resume to:    

Heather Monahan heather@bbgi.com 
and Kim Barber kim.barber@bbgi.com 

Beasley Media Group, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

STATION FOR SALE

Honolulu Station for Sale: 

5,000 watts. $150K. 
 

Great Potential for Individual or 
Group Operator. 

E-mail: 
mikekim1981@gmail.com

Place Your 
Classified Ad 

Online
CLICK HERE 

for details pricing.

qual DIRECTOR OF SALES - PHILADELPHIA
WBEB/ 101.1 More FM- Philadelphia seeks a Director of Sales.
We are a market leading stand-alone FM radio station that wins in both 
ratings and revenue.

If you are tired of corporate ,cookie-cutter radio and wish to grow in 
our unique environment, this may be the right opportunity for you. Our 
DOS should be able to attract, train, and retain a top sales team; be 
able to work with experienced, successful sales leaders that are market 
veterans; and interact with an experienced management team.

This individual should respect and appreciate the strengths of radio, 
and embrace digital, events, and cause-marketing. If this sounds like 
a great position for you, please submit your cover letter and resume.

All replies are strictly confidential. This 
position reports to the President/CEO.

Please send your package ASAP to:
Heather Crosby/Business Manager-WBEB
HeatherC@101-fm.com

Equal Opportunity Employer
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